
Unit 2: Education Matters:  Vocabulary 
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Education is no more restricted to children .There are now schools for old people as well as for 

handicapped children.  
 



To boost= to make better 

To deny= to refuse

Nutritious=  nourishing, healthy

Priority= a very important thing

Provide=  offer, give

Nourished= fed

The wealth= the fortune

To attend= to go to/ to present

Data(pl) = Information(pl/sing)

Fund= money raised by organizations to help 

needy people.

A chance= an opportunity

Just= only

Strange = particular

An entire= a hole

Exclusion: the act of forcing out someone or 

something

Simply= merely

Consequently= therefore

Limited= confined

Full growth and development= maturity

 

To log on = to connect

To enroll = to register     (Enrolment (n))       =  (Registration(n))

Virtual school l    e-learning  on -line learning

cyber   /virtual  /distance  learning 

Panic= extreme fear 

Bullying= frighten or hurt a weaker person

Appeal=connect a computer system

Texting=writing on the computer

Bustle=crowd of people moving in a busy way

Assessed = evaluated

Boost = to increase the strength

Numeracy = basic knowledge of arithmetic or mathematics in 

general

Streaming: the practice of placing pupils in groups according to 

ability.

Resurgence: rising or strengthening . 

Tackle: to undertake o deal with something that requires effort.

Allocate: to give something to or set something aside for a person 

or purpose.

 
 

-Virtual schooling is a practical solution to bullied and home-tutored children.  

-Primary school pupils are assessed every term in their numeracy and literacy skills. 
 
 



 

Be no stranger to Be familiar with

biographer Someone who writes a biography

The deaf/ the dumb People who are unable to speak or hear

impediment Obstacle, barrier

misfortune Lack of luck

lifelong Eternal, permanent

worldwide Used all over the world

autobiographer Someone who writes about himself.

Elocution: the art of speaking well and clearly with correct 

enunciation.

Lecture: an educational speech on a subject made before an 

audience.

Stammer: speak with hesitations and repetitions because of a 

speech condition or a strong emotion.

Adept = skillful

Impressive= causing admiration and respect.

 
Being adept, impressive and self-reliant is   required to succeed in a job interview.  

Acronym Organization

WFP World Food Program

UNICEF United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund

UNESCO United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization

OPEC Oil Producing and Exporting Countries

UNO United Nations Organization

WHO World Health Organization

 

 
Examples :        Child + hood=childhood :the period of infancy. 

Adulthood 
Brother + hood = brotherhood :the state of being a brother  

 

Noun Hood
Noun (state 

or  age)


